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WoodKith, by the very nature of its name, brings together two of the most 
organic and naturally found concepts in the South - wood + friendships. 

The most common use of the word kith may be found with “kith and kin,” 
or more commonly, friends and family. We design lasting pieces that are 
made more beautiful by the company had and times spent around them.

We believe each piece of wood has a story to tell. Each ring, grain, crotch 
and fork in the piece reveals the storied history of the tree and its tale. We 
work hard to source and save beautiful pieces of wood that would otherwise 
be chopped up, hauled off or end up in a landfill. We store, cure and kiln 
dry the majority of our wood ourselves, a process which takes approximately 
2-3 years to reach the peak moisture content levels before we even begin the 
design and building process.

It is our ultimate goal that each of our customers, clients, vendors & partners 
becomes a part of the WoodKith family. We look forward to welcoming you.

Our roots . . .
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Because we source most of our wood from fallen trees that would otherwise go to waste, we always have a variety of different woods in 
progress. From field sourcing, curing and air drying to planing, cutting and crafting, we always have different batches in the works at various 
stages in the wood shop.

Here is a quick Field Guide to help you get a feel for some of the woods we can source here in the South, and some that we have in stock. 
Please note, images are meant to provide a glimpse into each type of wood but actual wood will vary in color, grain, texture and tone due to 
the nature of each piece.



Our heirloom-quality pieces are made to last for generations, 
and so we developed our Wood Preserve to ensure you'd have 
all you need to care for your wooden pieces.

We hand-blend each jar of our Wood Preserve in our own shop, 
made from 100% natural beeswax and food-grade coconut oil. 
The beautiful scent of our whipped wax is equally matched by 
the beautiful, lasting shine you’ll get each time you condition 
your unfinished wood piece, restoring it to its natural glory.

Wood Preserve can also be applied to condition your wooden 
cutting boards and serving pieces at home.

Fig. 001 
WOOD PRESERVE



The pieces we craft are made to gather around, and these feast boards are no 
exception. These boards provide a beautiful palette for charcuterie, cheese 
or other platter displays, whether for holiday entertaining, wedding or a 
summer BBQ.

When not in use, they also make a beautiful decor item when hung in a 
kitchen or dining room.

Our wooden Feast Boards are currently offered in three different sizes, with 
or without handle slots and in a variety of wood type based on our in-stock 
options. Due to variations in the wood, grain, age and other factors no two 
boards are the same and images are meant only to show examples of some of 
the boards that we have made.

see line sheet for various wood types currently available

Fig. 002 
WOODEN FEAST BOARDS
1-2”
2-3”
3-4”



Our Live Edge Bar Boards celebrate the art of entertaining, family & 
friends that is so prominent in Southern food culture.

These boards are an everlasting countertop staple upon which you can cut, 
prep and chop for generations. These small chopping blocks are ideal for 
your bar, chopping lime and garnish at a moments notice. These boards are 
generally approximately 8" to 11" in size.  Each board is unique.

see line sheet for various wood types currently available

Fig. 003
WOODEN BAR BOARDS



Fig. 004
BREAD BOARDS

Skinny boards made from tree branches, our Bread Boards prove 
that no wood goes to waste.

These boards are ideal for long, fresh baguettes of bread to be 
served at a dinner party, or as an appetizer board for cheese, olives 
or a caprese display. These boards are generally approximately 5” 
to 8” in width with various lengths.

Each branch board is unique, let us choose your wood type.



The pieces we craft are made to gather around.  Our exquisite Plantation 
Boards are no exception and are the signature of our collection. Inspired 
by the grand homes of the South and the nature of their hospitality, these 
Boards are meant to sit alongside your silver for the most memorable 
occasions and celebrations.

When not in use, they also make a beautiful decor item when hung in a 
kitchen or dining room, set on a kitchen island or dining table.

see line sheet for various wood types currently available

Fig. 005
PLANTATION BOARDS
Length: 5’-6’



Our live edge Wooden Coasters make a unique gift and become a lasting 
accessory for home entertaining.  Elevating a utilitarian item to an art 
form, our coasters came to fruition in an effort to utilize even the smallest 
pieces of wood from our shop.

Each coaster is unique and your set may include a variety of wood types 
which only adds to the visual aesthetic, quickly becoming a conversation 
piece in your home.

Each coaster is unique and perfectly imperfect in shape and size.  Let us choose 
your wood types.

Fig. 006
WOODEN COASTERS
Set of 4



Custm   Furnture



From conference and dining tables to benches, side tables and more, 
each piece is truly unique and provides a versatile, modern organic 
look for your interiors. Our handmade, well-crafted wood furniture 
showcases the beauty and story of each piece of live edge wood.

Email us at woodkith@woodkith.com to see our current pieces or 
discuss your custom design project.



Pieces to Gather Around
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